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About This Game

The cube rolls non-stop along the road. It's up to you to control it! Go as far as you can and set a new high-score! This game
requires intense concentration, so get ready!

Features:

Fun arcade game

3D graphics

Interesting gameplay

Acheivements

Multi-platform (Mac, Windows, Linux)

Your task is to progress as far as possible, which is not as easy as it sounds! On the way, you will have to dodge various
obstacles. Hit an obstacle, and GAME OVER. Beautiful 3D graphics with simple and convenient controls means competitive

fun for the whole family!
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Title: Keep Rollin!
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bullid Games
Publisher:
Bullid Games
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD2000

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English,French,Italian,German,Greek,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Japanese
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The game play is amazing, Each wave was awesome, until I got to one I couldn't clear. I wanted to "Die" so I could start over,
but each time I died, it replayed the same stage. Would love a menu with a stage select, or at least the option to continue vs start
over without quiting the game. Other than that the game was a lot of fun....going to play it again right now.. counterstrike in
space. Uncomplicated game from a series of a straight-forward mazes. The goal is to guide the ball through this maze from
point A to point B. The game offers 50 levels divided into 10 Easy, 30 Medium and 10 Hard difficulty.
Ironically, but more elaborate in terms of "Oh, there was need to reverse left, not right" can be called Medium levels, not Hard.
The last ones were only slightly larger, but not harder... not so much dead ends, as expected.
No reasons to praise the visual design. On the contrary, some backgrounds are too bright, and there is no possibility to change
the graphics settings in the game, which is why even for a short time that is required to complete the game from start to finish,
eyes are getting tired too quickly.
The main disadvantage of the game - control only with the keyboard, arrows or WASD. Ball moves like twitching (sharply) and
very often at the press of a button moves a distance greater than one conventional division of the maze. Mouse control would be
much easier, but the developers apparently did not think so, creating a game…
In General, the game is not bad. Like any puzzle, useful for brain training. But "Mission impossible" - obviously not about it. All
balls will be easily saved in all mazes in a very short time (get ready to spend an extra hour in the game, if you collect the drop-
down cards :D ). Fun classic physics game, but really hard. However, it's appealing enough to play for a while from time to time
Lost Gem!. my favorite character. If you're looking for viable graphics to incorporate into your indie game, this is probably not
the bundle for you. The graphics are at best amateurish. This should be called 'indie placeholder bundle'.. This game is almost an
exact copy of the 2009 game "The Company of Myself". The Company of Myself, however, is arguably much better than
Broken Dreams, AND is free. Most specifically the soundtrack of The Company of Myself is still one of my favorite game
soundtracks.

The artwork in this game is nice, but there is no real animation. Your character seems to just slide from one place to another
with no other movement.

The male voice actor for Boken Dreams is alright, but the female voice actor sounds like she has a cold.

The ending also leaves much to be desired. While I won't spoil it for those of you who choose to play the game I will say that it
brings no closure to the short story.

Overall, considering I got the game in the bundle at 90% off, I cannot complain too much, but I certainly would not reccomend
buying Broken Dreams at the asking price of two dollars (Especially when a better version is available for free). Also consider
that the game only takes about one half-hour to complete and decide how much money that is worth to you. While I would not
spend extra money here, I do not feel that I wasted my half-hour.. The game reflects and re-enacts the feeling of the good old
movies in an awesome way. The gameplay is well done, although the shootouts are weird and way to difficult. Hopfeully this
will get fixed in a future update.. It's a simple by design, but very hard game. So if you want to just get a game for 1 evening to
"just relax" this is not game for you.

But if you want some hardcore flying simulation with 2 bosses, each of whom has 30+ different attacks (no joke) and who by
the end kill you with 1 hit, if you want that kind of old-school gameplay - this is game for you.

Pros:
1. Game is very challenging, and bosses are great. Levels are nicely designed too.
2. Music is fitting.
3. Graphics are also neat, you can choose between normal view and negative (my choice btw).

Cons:
1. Very steep learning curve. 3rd boss will be hard as hell at first. And hard difficulty gives you 1 life for a whole boss.
2. I personally play with k\/b&m, and I can't use mouse to control the bird. And using only k\/b for that type of game is kinda
hard. If you have a controller, you can probably ignore that point.
3. There are couple of glitches, like when you press pause you can sometimes basically kill yourself (indirectly). But
checkpoints are close to each other, so it's not that big of a deal.
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So yeah. If the end, game is just hard, but not bad at all. I give it 7 fish out of 10. Not great, but above average. Mostly, because
of bosses.. This game has a killer concept but there are a few major issues I encountered while playing for about a half hour.
Namely, the incredibly wonky way some of the hands hit the balls. Other than the Midas ones. Otherwise, in the mini-game, the
ball basically continually rolls along the walls of the tube. In the "classic" mode, It's not necessarily a terrible thing, but the way
this game feels, lining up a punch and watching the ball go careening off 20 degrees to the side reminds me of miscueuing while
shooting billiards. Anyone who's ever done so knows that it's jarring and unpleasant, and it feels like a rogue element betwen
you and your goal. The difference is, in billiards, you can chalk the stick and then make sure you make solid contact, and it
won't happen again. In this game there's no rectifying it, so it feels sort of distracting and disorienting.

Speaking of disorienting, the punch effects are amusing but maybe they should only pop on every 7th or 8th hit. With the
boxing gloves I was basically blind when one of the yellow multi-balls popped up. Again, I'm not trying to suggest how one
would optimize this game for competitive play or anything, but it significantly deducts from the initial feeling of precision and
timing you need to play. Without a 10x multiplier the leaderboard is just for show, though right now I somehow made it on
there.

The game randomly spawns targets in every direction, which, if you have a Vive, you might already know this can be
troublesome. If you don't pay attention, in one round you could end up spinning around enough to seriously wind your cables.
Not to mention whipping around 180 degrees for those of us with the old 3-in-1 cable for your HMD. it's noticably cumbersome
and tends to gently yank on your HMD when you spin around. Combined with trying to dodge the cable as you twirl about your
play space, this is stressful. But I like the idea of a 360 degree playfield and mine is a minor gripe at best.

It looks great, however, and on my system (6600k and 1080) it runs very well aside from crashing when I try to go to the menu.
It doesn't take long to load, at all, though, so for right now I hope it's fixed but it's hardly a massive inconvenience.
I can see this game becoming really fun with some fine-tuning here and there, overall though I'd say it's about a $5 title right
now.
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To those of us that remember the true difficulty of the age of the NES, this game will seem like stepping back to when we were
kids staring in front of the huge TVs with our controller in hand, getting upset at the slightest misstep killing us. This game stays
true to its form and its homage. A warning though, not for the faint of heart, as most might lose something (be it keyboard or
controller).. First off let me say that the game runs flawlessly, I read reviews before getting far in the game and Disabled Cloud
Saving as well as downloading that quick and simple ram patch for the game (read reviews). It took about 2 seconds and i have
had absolutely no issues whatsoever and am loving the game ( coming from FF13).

My Specs:

GTX1080
32 GB Ram
Intel I7 8700
Running on an SSD

Get the game, disable cloud saving, and download the ram patch, you should have no issues with a decent cpu. Enjoy <3.. Great
game, keep up the good work Fatshark!. Very well done VR game. Only thing that I think would be an improvement was if fuel
usage was not so rapid.. The DLC Karamari Hospital is AWESOME!!!

Its tribute to Silent Hill with a lil Resident Evil mixed in!!!!

If your a fan of Jump Scare Mansion and Horror Genre titles the DLC is definetly for you.

Dev is also active with updates and posts on forum.. i mean paying money for single runes is pointless, but i bough the game for
5 euros with all the dlcs so hey good bundle mate
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